Abstract The geometry of rivers has been characterized in terms of downstream and at-a-station hydraulic geometry, based on individual cross sections. Such analyses do not, however, provide insight as to how these cross sections are connected. We generalize the concept of hydraulic geometry, using data on bathymetry from four reaches of meandering rivers that include at least five bends. We quantify connectivity in terms of the probability that a connected path exists such that a given attribute remains within specified bounds along it. While the concept is general, here we apply it to vessel navigability. We develop a predictor for navigability in meandering rivers, which requires only the following, relatively easily obtained input: vessel draft, vessel width, bankfull depth, bankfull width, relative difference between current and bankfull water surface elevation, and length of desired navigation path. The predictor is applicable to both bankfull and below-bankfull stage. A key input parameter is the standard deviation of the probability distribution of depth. This parameter, in and of itself, yields no information on connectivity as it does not capture the spatial orientation of depth variation. We find, however, that (a) the probability function for connectivity does depend on this parameter, and (b) its use allows for an approximate similarity collapse of the probability function, so providing a quasi-universal predictive relation applying to all four reaches. The results also suggest potential application to more complex forms for connectivity that involve other or multiple instream physical variables.
Introduction
The classical characterization of the geometry of alluvial rivers has been in terms of downstream and at-astation relations for hydraulic geometry [Leopold and Maddock, 1953; Leopold et al., 1964] . Both forms give a snapshot of information at selected points in space (downstream hydraulic geometry) and time (at-a-station hydraulic geometry). Hydraulic geometry provides bulk characteristics, i.e., average depth, width, and bed slope that help characterize the river. The corresponding equations lack information to understand the downstream connectivity of attributes such as depth, velocity, temperature, shear velocity and turbulent intensity. Here we draw a link between hydraulic geometry and connectivity through statistical measures.
Connectivity is not a new topic in water resources research; it has been previously applied to understand river-floodplain interactions [Ward et al., 1999; Amoros and Bornette, 2002] , ecological habitat suitability [Hogan and Church, 1989; Ward and Stanford, 1995] , sediment connectivity [Hooke, 2003; Czuba and Foufoula-Georgiou, 2015] , river networks [Schick and Lindley, 2007; Cote et al., 2009; Czuba and FoufoulaGeorgiou, 2015] , etc. Further research links between hydraulic geometry and ecological habitat suitability have been quantified by e.g., Hogan and Church [1989] , Jowett [1998] , Lamouroux [2007] , Rosenfeld et al. [2007] , and Laliberte et al. [2014] . We draw on such works, and also use general concepts of percolation theory [Broadbent and Hammersley, 1957] , which characterizes connectivity of a randomly populated lattice network. We extend these ideas from a random medium to a structured medium (river channel) with associated bulk characteristics that define its average values.
As percolation theory shows, connectivity is achieved at a critical probability of the nodal link population [Broadbent and Hammersley, 1957] . In a river channel, this can be characterized as a spatial (and/or temporal) probability density function of a chosen variable. Statzner et al. [1988] use probability density curves of Navigation has also been researched extensively by the river and coastal engineering communities. Much of that work has focused on methods to create or maintain navigability with navigation structures such as locks, spur dikes, or chevron dikes [e.g., Kuhnle et al., 2002] . Here we instead, seek to understand navigability of natural channels that are relatively unaffected by human influence. Magirl and Olsen [2009] provide one of the few methodologies for the navigational potential of natural channels that is not site specific. The relative lack of such methodologies may be due to the fact that the navigability of any given stream is strongly dependent on vessel size and shape. Magirl and Olsen note the role of hydraulic geometry in predictions for navigable rivers, but use a simplistic definition for navigability based on the Washington State Department of Natural Resources guidelines for navigability. This guideline provides variable ranges for depth, top width, bottom width, and slope. Streams are considered ''probably not navigable'' when average stream depth is less than 2 feet, ''maybe navigable'' when average depth is between 2 and 3.5 feet, and ''probably navigable'' when average depth is greater than 3.5 feet. This definition would not suffice, for example, for a cruise ship. Here we show a metric which accounts for arbitrary vessel size, shape, and draft.
We show that connectivity results vary with the standard deviation of the hypsometric curve. Here we develop a predictive relation for connectivity based on an approximate similarity collapse of data for three meandering reaches, each at a different scale, that includes only this term and those that govern path dimensions, i.e., width, length, and required depth for navigation. Connectivity results are arranged in a matrix in reference to the path dimensions noted above. Details for the similarity collapse are included in the supporting information.
Methodology
We seek a downstream-connected path without obstructions between two points A and B such that some attribute or set of attributes always exists within specified bounds along it (Figure 1 ). Stølum [1996] notes an apparent structural self-similarity in river planform when comparing small and large-scale meandering rivers. Since the internal structure of a river scales with its size, we nondimensionalize connectivity using measured bankfull hydraulic geometry values. As such, our results allow the possibility of self-similar behavior, such that the statistics of connectivity in appropriate dimensionless form for large rivers such as the
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Mississippi River might be the same as or similar to smaller tributaries like the Hatchie River (Figure 1 ). However, even if such self-similar forms exist, connectivity results and trends will vary with application. Connectivity could be applied to other variables besides depth, but the trends may be quite different.
The tortuosity, number, or density of connected versus disconnected paths are not considered in this study. Instead, we search for connectivity similarly to the scheme of percolation theory; if even one connected path exists between two points, we consider the points to be connected. We measure this incipient connective state by evaluating path connectivity along pixels of specified size for all pairs of points throughout a specified reach. Pixel dimensions may vary from application to application; for example, as ship width increases, the width of the pixel dimensions must increase accordingly. The reach-averaged probability of connectivity, P C , is the spatial ensemble average of these results.
The attribute in question is local depth H; the corresponding bound is H ! H Required , where H Required is a prescribed minimum depth for navigation subject to vessel characteristics. The downstream distance to be navigated, i.e., the streamwise distance between points A and B in Figure 1 , is here termed L Required ; the 
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width of the vessel specifies a minimum path width is B Required . The statistical parameter sought is the probability P c that at least one connected path exists between two points separated by length L Required , along which depth is no less than H Required and path width is no less than B Required . We normalize these parameters with bankfull depth, H BF , and bankfull width, B BF , in order to obtain a dimensionless formulation that might be applicable to a class of rivers, rather than a single river.
Each location is evaluated for the condition:
where n is water surface elevation and g Local is local bed elevation.
Water surface elevation n at a stage below bankfull can be expressed in terms of bankfull water surface elevation n BF minus a specified fraction a of reach-averaged bankfull depth, as illustrated by equation (2) below and Figure 2 .
This definition assumes that all water surface elevations are parallel to that of bankfull flow, i.e., a first-order assumption that does not account for the complexities of flow dynamics within the channel.
Note that increasing a corresponds to decreasing water surface elevation. It should be noted that a can exceed unity; the bed of local deep pools may be submerged even when water surface elevation is lower than the bankfull water surface elevation minus bankfull depth.
Conditions (1) and (2) can be combined and placed in dimensionless form using bankfull depth H BF as follows:
Equations (3) and (4) are then further reduced, so that the dimensionless parameters a and c appear as a sum: 
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Thus, the necessary condition for navigability changes in the same way for reduced stage (for which a increases) as it does for increased ship draft (for which c increases). More specifically, the probability of a ship going aground along a given path increases with increasing draft in the same way as it does for decreasing stage. The left-hand side of equation (5) is constant for any given location, so as the sum of a and c increases, it might be expected that the probability P C that two points are connected, i.e., at least one path exists such that equation (5) is satisfied along it, decreases.
Vessel width and path length are nondimensionalized into the respective parameters x and b, defined as:
Although any given connected path may wander in the transverse direction as it progresses streamwise, here we simplify the analysis by characterizing path length only in terms of its centerline arc length L. We emphasize that this does not imply that the only paths considered are those down the channel centerline; the ship is free to move laterally, subject to specified rules of path movement, to find a connected path.
A very small value of x corresponds to a vessel width that is much smaller than the bankfull width, and therefore suggests that the probability of connectivity P c is larger for any given path. Similarly, small b implies short travel length, also suggesting larger P c . For both parameters x and b, connectivity can be expected to decrease as these two parameters increase. The parameter sought, P c , is thus hypothesized to have the following dimensionless form:
We make the assumption of a fixed bed, i.e., a bathymetric surface that does not change between flow conditions. We do not account for such factors as changing bedforms, or bend scour and fill over a hydrograph. This assumption is not presumed to be precisely accurate, but rather a first-order simplification in the absence of a complete set of bathymetry over reaches of substantial length, and at different times. The framework presented here could easily, however, be extended to this case as the relevant data become available.
The fixed bed assumption is implicit in equation (5); the effect of an increase in boat depth is identical to that of an equivalent decrease in water surface elevation (whereas given a dynamic riverbed, these would not be equivalent because bathymetry changes in space and time). As such, the two depth parameters a and c can be combined into a single term d. This new parameter is replaced in equation (5) to yield the criterion
such that equation (7) is amended to:
Path connectivity in each of the data sets considered herein is measured in terms of these variables.
Parameterization of Dependent Variables
In order to characterize the way connectivity evolves from a completely connected state to a completely disconnected state, we select parameter ranges that incorporate both conditions. As noted above, d is the sum of dimensionless parameters governing water surface elevation (a) and required vessel draft depth (c). A convenient range for parameter a is (0,1) as (2) ranges from average bed elevation (a 5 1) to bankfull water surface elevation (a 5 0). Vessel draft depth could in principle approach the bankfull depth and maintain navigability, so the same parameter range (0,1) is selected for c. The summed parameter d therefore has range (0,2).
In the present calculations, dimensionless path width x is computed for both a very narrow path width (x 5 0.01) and for quarter-channel width (x 5 0.25). The sample size for extracting statistics of connectivity is limited by the dimensioned length considered for navigation, i.e., the product b max B BF ; as this length
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approaches the reach length, the sample size approaches one. Conversely, small b corresponds to a large set of pairs of bounding sections between which connectivity can be evaluated, so yielding better estimates of the probability of connectedness. Therefore, the length of each of the studied reaches, L Reach , limits b. The upper limit selected here is such that b max % 0.5 L Reach /B BF . In dimensionless terms, b falls in the range (0.5,20).
Data Collection
Bathymetric data were collected from three rivers of different scales and geographic regions to investigate patterns in connectivity, or more specifically, in navigability. All of the studied reaches are composed of sand to fine gravel material bed, and each reach consists of at least five meander bends. The three study sites are Vermillion River (Minnesota), Wabash River (Illinois/Indiana), and Trinity River (Texas). Two nonadjacent sections of the Trinity River are used in this study. The reaches are referred to herein as Trinity 1 and Trinity 2. Trinity 1 is located near the outlet at Trinity Bay, and Trinity 2 is located near the midpoint between Livingston Dam and the outlet at Trinity Bay. The locations of all surveyed river reaches are presented in Fig Data collection and interpolation methods varied between rivers; specific details for each study site are provided in the supporting information. In each data set, the vertical resolution is estimated considering data collection strategy and data density. Channel boundaries are demarcated with two methods, by identifying:
(1) the slope transition from steep bank wall to flatter floodplain and (2) the transition from barren/immature to mature vegetation. For Trinity 1, Trinity 2, and Wabash the former (1) were achieved with a 1-arcsecond Digital Elevation Model and latter (2) via ortho-rectified National Agriculture Imagery Program images (methodology is in agreement with Archer et al. [2012] ). Both were completed manually in the field for the Vermillion River. The average bankfull water surface elevation along the reach was computed as the least squares linear regression fit to local bank elevations at each station. Further information is included in the supporting information.
Interpolated surfaces were then translated from a Cartesian coordinate system to a station and offset (SN) coordinate system. The streamwise location of each measured point is a discrete distance S along the centerline, and a discrete distance N perpendicular to the centerline. This coordinate system rearranges the surface into a rectangular shape with the midpoint of the rectangle's short axis representing the cumulative arc length of the channel centerline. Data are represented as cells containing a depth value; this is similar to a format used by the CAESAR model for Meandering Rivers [Coulthard and Van De Wiel, 2006] . 
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There is some uncertainty in the grain sizes used for the Trinity 1 and Trinity 2 reaches. The values used for the Trinity River were taken from a portion of the data present in Smith [2012] . Values collected from Smith [2012] are representative of exposed bar deposits and do not include any samples from the channel bottom. Characteristics of each river are presented in Table 1 .
Hypsometric Curves for Depth
Here we present a statistical analysis of bathymetric data in terms of dimensionless hypsometric curves (for depth rather than elevation). We consider the statistics of depth referenced to a bankfull water surface elevation and made dimensionless with bankfull depth, H BF . Therefore, dimensionless depth is defined as H* 5 H/ H BF. These hypsometric curves illustrate the distribution in normalized depths, such that we can compare data from different reaches of the same river or in different rivers.
A discrete complementary cumulative distribution function (cCDF) relates each value of dimensionless depth to the probability of its exceedance, P E . Here P E is characterized as the likelihood that any point selected at random exceeds a value H Ã / . Continuous and discrete forms of this equation are:
where H Ã min is set to 0. Hypsometric curves of dimensionless depth for the Vermillion, Trinity 1, Trinity 2, and Wabash data sets are all plotted in Figure 5 . The definition of H BF implies P E j H Ã 51 50:5, so that this point is fixed for each data set. The gradient adjacent to the fixed point expresses how quickly depth deviates from H BF to the maximum measured depth (toward the right), and from H BF to the minimum measured depth (toward the left). The standard deviation of dimensionless depth r, listed for each reach in Table 1 , quantifies depth variability for the entire reach.
Using the example of navigation, the curves of Figure 5 might be thought to predict higher navigability when a larger percentage of depth exceeds a required depth to traverse the reach. However, such curves ignore spatial orientation in depth. For example, a typical pool-riffle-pool stream may contain significant regions of large depth, but these might not connect over long distances. The standard deviation of normalized depth r cannot directly characterize connectivity, but we will show it is an important term against which connectivity can be correlated.
Methodology for Computing Connectivity
Connectivity is computed at discrete values within the given parameter space of dependent variables, b, d, and x. Selected starting and ending cross sections separated by dimensioned length bB BF bound the region Figure 5 . Hypsometric curves for dimensionless depth. A channel with no variation would appear here as a vertical line at H*51 and a standard deviation r equal to 0. Trinity 1 departs most significantly from this condition, and consequently has the largest standard deviation, r. tested for connection. Connectivity results are generated through a trial-and-error process that seeks a path connection between pairs of bounding cross sections; the entire reach is segmented into equally spaced zones using this length. The connectivity of the reach is not completely captured by this subdivision despite coverage of the entire reach. Each pair of possible starting and ending cross sections bounding the length bB BF must be tested for connectivity to ensure a proper evaluation. This is implemented by offsetting the location of boundary cross sections by one station and repeating the test for path connection; this offset is continued until all possible starting and ending conditions are tested. P c is the ensemble average of successful connections (P c 5 1 for a single path) and unsuccessful connections (P c 5 0 for a single path) from the connection test of every pair of bounding cross sections.
We use a simple rule-based system for testing connective paths; this provides a first order solution and a proof-in-concept of our methodology. Future models should include methods that account for e.g., boat maneuverability and tangential surface currents to produce results more indicative of real vessel capabilities. First, discretized data points in SN coordinates are evaluated with equation (9), giving a rectangular grid with binary value (1 or 0) notation for either adequate or inadequate depth, respectively. Then, the paths are tested with the following rules ( Figure 6 ):
A. Paths may not exist perpendicular to the channel centerline. B. Paths may not ''double-back'' by traveling downstream then upstream, or vice versa. C. At any given starting position, a path can continue to any of three nodes located in the adjacent downstream row: directly downstream, one node to the left, and one node to the right.
Continuing from (C) above, if one of these nodes exceeds a specified threshold for minimum depth, then the same process is completed at the new node downstream. This is done in ensemble (along a cross section) through vector multiplication and addition. Adjacent rows are multiplied, and then repeated when the upstream row is shifted one node left and one node right. We then take the sum of these three product vectors. All nonzero nodes correspond to a connected path, as they indicate that a downstream node with adequate depth can be connected to a similar node at the adjacent station upstream. This search is continued through all the stations until either a connection is formed (in which case a binary parameterP c 5 1 for that path between the bounding cross sections) or no connectivity is found, in which case the local binary parameterP c 5 0. The ensemble average of path-specific values ofP c from every tested region yields the overall probability P c of connectivity between cross sections separated by a specified centerline arc length.
Channel widths of the measured reaches vary significantly, so we elected to fix the numerical domain width and instead force nodal width to vary by reach. Wider rivers have consequently larger node width, which makes the grid associated with a given value of dimensionless width x coarser. The number of nodes in the transverse direction was selected to reduce error related to translation from a specified dimensionless width value to its corresponding dimensioned width.
Results
The results for P c as a function of d, b, and x for each reach are plotted in Figure 7 . Each subplot is a 2-D filled-contour plot that presents P c for a given value of x within a selected reach, showing the full range of Figure 6 . Explanation of the rules that govern path connectivity. Bathymetry is discretized into nodes or pixels with a given local depth, H. Every node is evaluated via equation (9); nodes with adequate depth are given a value of 1 and others are given a value of 0. A connective path is formed between adjacent, but not directly transverse, pixels with value 5 1. All nodes that are connected to the starting pixel location are shaded gray.
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values for d and b. All eight subplots therefore illustrate P c for the four studied reaches at x50.01 (row 1 of Figure 7 ) and x50.25 (row 2 of Figure 7 ). It is seen that as P c ranges from 0 to 1, gray scale varies from black (P c 5 0) to white (P c 51).
The depth parameter, d, is in the range (0, 2) along the horizontal axis and length parameter, b, is in the range (0.5, 20) along the vertical axis. The bottom left corner of each plot represents the minimum path length b min and the minimum combined depth d min ; P c takes the maximum value for the reach here, as this location has the shortest path length and is deepest. The probability P c at b max and d max (at the top right corner of each subplot) has the minimum value of P c for the reach; it takes the value P c 50 for all cases shown herein.
The contour plots of Figure 7 can be visualized more easily in terms of 3-D plots for P c as a function of d and b. Such plots are shown in Figure 8 for the case x 5 0.01 for reaches Trinity1 and Trinity 2.
The reach-averaged river data provided in Table 1 show that the hypsometric standard deviation does not correlate with scale (width or depth), slope, or grain size directly. The Trinity 1 reach has the largest r; this might relate to backwater influences, in so far as the reach is positioned near the river mouth at Trinity Bay.
The subplots in Figures 7 and 8 show three regions: Ceiling (P c 5 1), Decay (0 < P c <1), and Floor (P c 5 0). The location, size, and shape of these regions vary according to reach and the value of dimensionless variable. In some cases the ceiling and decay regions could be eliminated; e.g., for a very wide path width, there might be zero connectivity regardless of the path length. For reaches with higher standard deviation of the hypsometric curve r, the decay region expands into the ceiling region as d varies, generating a milder transition from P c 5 1 to P c 5 0. Conversely, reaches with lower values of r show a sharper transition with increasing d from the ceiling region to the decay region. In a physical sense, the increased variability in depth away from H BF corresponding to larger values of r results in more variability in the decay region of connectivity plots. The location of the transition to floor region does not seem to vary appreciably in r.
The boundary between ceiling and decay regions shifts with corresponding changes in x and r. Here we characterize the boundary between these regions by the parameter d C , which varies with b. The critical Figure 9 . The case x 5 0.5 has been added here to illustrate a case for which P c is less than 1 everywhere.
Values for connectivity can be extracted from Figure 7 for selected parameters d, b, and x. The parameter d is computed as the sum of a and c, where the former increases with vessel draft and the latter increases with decreasing water stage. In order to compute these values, it is necessary to know (a) vessel draft Figure 8 . Measured probability of connectivity P c (x 5 0.01) for Trinity 1 and Trinity 2 reaches shown in three dimensions. These two plots present identical information as the first two subplots of the first row in Figure 7 . The vertical axis and color bar indicate the magnitude of P c in the selected parameter space for dimensionless depth parameter d and dimensionless length parameter b. Areas with higher P c are shaded white and lower Pc is shaded black. 
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H Required , (b) bankfull water surface elevation n BF , (c) a specified water surface elevation n at which navigation is to be attempted and (d) bankfull depth H BF . The parameter x can be computed from a) vessel width B Required and (b) bankfull width B BF . The relevant equations for a, c, x and d are (2), (4), (6a) and (8). The parameter b can be computed from (a) bankfull width B BF and (b) distance required for navigation L Required , as measured along the channel centerline (although the path itself may deviate from the centerline, as indicated in Figure 6 ). The relevant equation is (6b).
For example, the probability that a vessel at bankfull flow conditions with draft equal to 0.5 H BF and vessel width equal to 0.25 B BF can navigate over distance 10 B BF is the value of P c at d 5 0.5, b 5 10 and x 5 0.25. Using these numbers and the measured value of r given in Table 1 for the reaches in question, we find that in the Trinity 1 reach P C 5 0.60 but in the Vermillion River, P C 5 1.00.
The calculation technique presented here can only provide first estimates for navigability of an arbitrary meandering stream. In order to obtain more accurate results, it would be useful to better constrain the value of d C,max , as it establishes the location of the ceiling-decay region transition. Small inaccuracies in this parameter can cause substantial inaccuracy in the predicted values of P c . Prediction accuracy can be expected to improve as data sets for more reaches are included.
We found an approximate similarity collapse from measured connectivity using three reaches: Vermillion, Trinity 1 and Trinity 2. The idea of similarity collapse may be explained as follows. Here we obtain data for the probability of connectivity P c as a function of such parameters as water surface stage and distance to be navigated. When P c is directly plotted against such data for different rivers, the scatter may be so high that there is no obvious way to obtain an empirical predictive relation. If, however, the rivers are (at least to some extent) scale models of each other, it may be possible to rescale the independent parameters so that the wide scatter in an unscaled plot collapses into a well-defined, quasi-universal from to which a predictive curve can be fitted. Here we use such a methodology for single-thread meandering rivers. The appropriate scaling parameters are bankfull depth and bankfull width, which vary from stream to stream in a systematic pattern known as bankfull hydraulic geometry. When plotted in this way, we find that the only additional parameter we need for a quasi-universal predictive relation for P c is the parameter r corresponding to a dimensionless measure of the standard deviation of local depth variation when the channel is at bankfull conditions. The relations describing his collapse are presented in the supporting information for this paper. We invert this similarity collapse to create our predictive model for connectivity. The model requires path dimensions, hydraulic geometry, bankfull water surface elevation, and estimations for r and the current water surface elevation to predict the probability of connectivity, P c ; this data requirement is identical to the process for extracting P c from measured connectivity (Figure 7) as discussed above. For a truly generalized model, a predictor for r is a required. That is, we would need an additional submodel to predict r. As we only have four river reaches to determine such a relation, our database is likely incomplete to develop an accurate predictor. We describe a first attempt to develop this predictor, however, in the supporting information.
Comparisons of measured and predicted forms for P C for all four reaches, and for the values x 5 0.01 (narrow vessel) and x 5 0.25 (wide vessel) are given in Figure 10 . The overall agreement is reasonable. The figure illustrates that an approximate similarity collapse of the data for the four reaches into a quasi-universal predictive relationship for connectivity does indeed hold. At the same time, the same approximate nature of the relations do not warrant a statistical test of goodness of fit.
We compared the predictive model, based on measured connectivity results from Vermillion, Trinity 1, and Trinity 2 data sets, to the data for the Wabash River reach. We found good agreement for x 5 0.01, but deviation between the predicted and measured connectivity for the larger path width, x 5 0.25. The shape of d C and the decay region are similar to measured connectivity, but the location of d C,max is not accurately predicted. As noted above, the predicted location of d C,max must thus be constrained better; this can be likely be achieved in the future with additional data.
Discussion
When connectivity is nondimensionalized with hydraulic geometry parameters in fluvial, single thread meandering rivers, the results vary only with r. scale independence of of hydraulic geometry and river planform, we surmise that orientation of depth variation may also show consistent trends across all scales. It is possible that two rivers with identical values of r and P c (in dimensionless space) obtain connectivity through different spatial patterns, but this can be verified in the future by acquiring and analyzing more data. The data sets used herein also have insufficient resolution to capture dunes, and no attempt has been made to resolve temporal bed changes due to changing hydraulics. The spatial fluctuations that determine the magnitude of r likely extend down to the scale of bars, but not to the scale of dunes. Inclusion of dune-scale features will likely affect our results, particularly in large, low-slope rivers where dunes do not commonly wash out to during floods [Wright and Parker, 2004] . Regardless, if fluctuations to bar-scale morphology are deterministic, spatially consistent across many scales and vary only in r, then different values of this parameter may signify different classes of meandering rivers. As such, incorporating r into classical hydraulic geometry equations may aid the development of predictive relations with reduced scatter.
As previously mentioned, the classical characterization of river channels is through downstream and at-astation hydraulic geometry. These formulations use a two-dimensional data set (data within one or many cross sections) to represent an entity, i.e., a river, which is a three-dimensional structure. In-stream connectivity therefore complements the classical approach by including the third dimension. The key to the dimensionless similarity collapse of connectivity is scale invariance of channel planform. While we have applied this methodology only to single-thread meandering rivers in this study, it may also be applicable to braided or pool-riffle rivers, but only if planform shows self-similarity within these classes as well.
Due to ambiguity in the definition of navigation, this model cannot be directly compared with previous models, such as presented by Magirl and Olsen [2009] . Their methodology uses a generalized definition for navigability through the Herein, we discuss connectivity as applied through exceedance of a threshold depth, with an emphasis on the standard deviation in the hypsometric curve of depth. Previous work by Lamoroux and others suggests that probability density functions of other in-channel variables, such as shear stress or velocity, relate to channel hydraulics or geomorphic variables. Through an analysis of depth, we have shown that the cCDF of depth, hydraulic geometry, and probability of connectivity are correlated. This correlation is inherent in our similarity collapse for connectivity in dimensionless space. A possible future application of in-channel connectivity could be the migration of fish and other organisms living in rivers, and in particular, how habitat fragmentation is related to loss of connectivity, e.g., Templeton et al. [1990] and Opdam and Wascher [2004] . An example is the baiji, or freshwater dolphin in the Yangtze River. The baiji is likely extinct, or at least functionally extinct. There are many likely causes for this extinction, including indiscriminate harvesting and water pollution. One cause relates directly to loss in connectivity. More specifically, water control by the Three Gorges Dam has resulted in fragmentation of habitat, such that low flows have created conditions that do not allow larger organisms such as the river dolphin to migrate between zones critical for the survival of the species [Wu et al., 2003] .
A broader explanation of how hydraulic properties relate to habitat suitability is covered in Bovee et al. [1998] . Models that utilize Instream Flow Incremental Methodology (IFIM) [Bovee et al., 1998 ] assess habitat suitability at each discretized cell through direct measurements or probability density functions (pdf) of variables. Here however we calculate the likelihood of connectivity over an arbitrarily specified path containing multiple discretized cells through simple assessments of an extended, 3-D version of hydraulic geometry, rather than determining variable values at each point in the channel. Our input parameters are fewer than Instream models, and therefore our formulation gives more broad-brush results. Gore and Nestler [1988] suggest that IFIM's greatest utility is to assess impacts of water resources on habitat availability. An alternative application may be to use IFIM (or a similar formulation) as an input to an in-stream connectivity model to determine the connectivity of available habitats. As such, our formulation may provide an entry point to the incorporation of connectivity into more complex ecological modeling. Possible application of this methodology to the ecological community will require an interdisciplinary approach between engineers, ecologists, and geomorphologists.
Conclusions
Path connectivity in single-thread meandering streams is characterized here by the probability P c that a connected path exists such that a given attribute falls within specified bounds. The attribute can be arbitrary, but here we show results for navigability. In order to do this, we use information on riverbed bathymetry, obtained from manual or acoustic surveys for reaches of four river sections. The connectivity analysis presented here is a natural extension of the concepts of bankfull and at-a-station hydraulic geometry. These concepts are embedded in our analysis. Connectivity is nondimensionalized by hydraulic geometry values for bankfull depth and bankfull width. Hypsometric curves of depth describe its variation in a given reach, and the standard deviation of such curves,r, plays a crucial role in characterizing connectivity. Connectivity is computed for an entire parameter space of path dimensions for length, width, and depth. We find the expected result that the probability P c of a connected path decreases as vessel draft increases, vessel width increases, stage decreases and distance of navigation increases.
We use three of our four data sets to develop a similarity relation for predicting the probability of connectivity that encompasses all four reaches. The fourth set is used to test our model results. Our relation does not require detailed knowledge of bed topography. Instead, it requires estimates of bankfull width, bankfull depth, vessel draft, vessel width, the standard deviation of hypsometric curve of depth variation, water surface elevation relative to the bankfull water surface elevation, and length to be navigated as inputs.
Although the length to be navigated is expressed in terms of arc length centerline distance, the vessel is allowed to explore paths that do not follow the centerline. The only constraints here are (a) a connected path must always progress in the streamwise direction (i.e., no movement along a single cross section) and (b) streamwise movements are allowed to the immediate downstream node or the two adjacent nodes to its left and right. The similarity collapse of dimensionless connectivity via r suggests that orientation of depth fluctuations within bar-scale morphology may show a consistent trend scaled by r.
The connectivity analysis employs several assumptions and approximations that can be relaxed at a later date. These include the following.
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1. The fixed bed hypothesis, according to which bed morphology does not change with stage, is employed here. In a more complete analysis, the calculations would be performed with bathymetry for long reaches (five bends or more) taken at various states, ranging from low to bankfull. They would also be performed at a finer resolution. Such a database would capture such effects as scour and fill at bends, bar migration and the effect of large dunes. 2. The similarity analysis presented here is based on a trial-and-error fit, and uses three (Vermillion, Trinity 1, and Trinity 2) of the four reaches that constitute the database. With a larger database, the similarity analysis could be performed more rigorously, a goodness-of-fit analysis could be performed, and the results could be tested against cases that were not included in the analysis. 3. The analysis could be extended to spatially varying flow. This is particularly important for large rivers such as the Mississippi River, USA, which is subject to a heavy barge traffic, and which has a slowly varying hydrograph. The appropriate way to approach this problem is with some combination of observation and numerical modeling. 4. The present analysis applies only to meandering rivers. It could be extended to other morphological types such as braided rivers. Any similarity relation for such morphologies is likely to differ from the one presented here. 
Notation
